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33North started developing mobile solutions with the release of the first iPhone. Since that time we have created or contributed to 25 titles. Were flexible, 
adjusting in size to accommodate the needs of current projects. We specialize in agency level solutions without the overhead or the costs. Our work has 
varied over the years and now with the prevalence of the mobile market we’ve adjusted accordingly. With a history in the computer and console gaming 
industry, adjusting focus to mobile gaming was a natural transition. The projects we are involved with do not relay on bells and whistles (well Dr. Seuss 
band did, it was kind of the point) but rather on UX. It all boils down to the User Experience, all interactive does. Our philosophy is simple “less clicks”. 
33North started producing for mobile with Oceanhouse Media in southern CA. Oceanhouse needed an Art Director that would be able to produce for 
them the base templates for several different type of of IOS apps they were producing. Frank joined the team at that time and oversaw the development 
of a family of products. We designed the base products for each category from which their vast libary of apps is based. In addition to the work with OM, 
33North has taken on the development of many other titles for IOS and Android... notably all the mobile products for Ping Golf here in Phoenix AZ. Below 
are a handful of samples we’ve produced over the past few years. 
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Simple Truths is a publisher of motivational books, posters and other materials. The founder wanted to take his idea of promoting motivational mate-
rials to the mobile market and so the Simple Truths App was born. The app delivers quotes and access to the entire simple truths library of materials. It 
also allows for access to the mini movies that accompany each of there publications. 33North took this product from soup to nuts. Wireframes, outlines 
and design comps available upon request.

Ping Golf Branding App was the first app Ping was to release. The purpose of this 
app was to bring Ping into the world of mobile. It’s main goal to provide the user with
access to the body of Ping products allowing you to explore all of there clubs, gear 
and goods, both hard and soft. It is also a means to find Ping retailers anywhere in
the world.

Ping Golf Branding App

iPing was conceived as a way for Ping fitters to fit players to the proper putter for there particular stroke type 
as well as a way for golfers to improve upon there putting game. It evolved into much more than that but fitting 
to putters remains the cornerstone of the product and is used around the world today for that    purpose. It also 
has a news aggregator as well as a multiplayer “skins” game built in. The Skins game can be played with a local 
group or group connected from anywhere in the world. This apps features run very deep, the images below pro-
vide just a sample of this products capabilities.

Lorax Garden another game created for Dr Seuss, with Oceanhouse Media. It’s based on the Dr. Seuss Classic “The Lorax”. You are tasked with 
re-growing the Truffula Tree forests and restoring the lands. In the game you grow Truffula Trees and Flowers and plant them until all 10 scenes are 
back to their natural state. Once a scene is done you can email it to your friends. This is a real-time 3d game where you can rotate the Truffula pot to 
view your tree from all angles.

Grinchmas is a game created for Dr. Seuss Enterprises with Oceanhouse Media. It’s based on the Dr. Seuss Classic “The Grinch Who Stole 
Christmas”. You can play either as a mean or a merry Grinch... either throwing snowballs to quite the noisy who’s or  deliver presents to grow your 
heart. Challenge mode put your against other gamers playing at the same time as you. 33N assisted with the game design as well as design and 
development of all assets, UI and UX.

Dr. Seuss Band Is another Seuss title with Oceanhouse. Dr Seuss band was a huge hit on its release and continues to hold a very large audience. 
The combinations of instruments and sounds are vast. You can swipe and change instruments on the fly. Free play or play along with classic Dr. Seuss 
songs. 33N designed and created all the assets for Dr. Seuss Band.

The Four Agreements is one of the many apps I designed for HayHouse Publishing through Oceanhouse. This app is what we referred to as “A 
Simple Card App” it’s a mobile version of the physical affirmations card decks. You can browse the deck, favorite and share cards that you feel motivat-
ed by. The book The Four Agreements has sold 5.2 million copies and has been translated into 38 languages. 

 Thank you, let’s make something amazing together - Frank Vitale 


